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The important propositions that a heat engine cannot perform work 
by the expansion and contraction of it’s volume without rejection of 
h-eat, and that tube maximum efficiency of all heat engines is repre- 

sentecl by the proper fraction T, -T, 
T, 

are either of them sufficient t,o 

completely overthrow the thermodynamic fallacies mentioned at the 
beginning of this paper. We will not, however, thus summarily dis- 
pose of the special arguments advanced in support of the fallacies, but 
will give them the careful examination which the importance of the 
principles they attack, rather than their own inherent force, seems to 
demand. These special arguments are all contained in the paper of 
Prof. R. H. Thurston, and are as follows: 

I. That the influence which the nature of t’he working substance 
might have on the theoretical efficiency of an engine has been neg- 
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lected by accepted authorities in thermodynamics, having been passed 
over by them as unimportant. 

II. That the maximum efficiency of the ordinary type of steam 
engine depends upon the specific heat of its working substance, and 

T-T can be greater tlritn -1. 
T, 

III. That air and gas engines have been designed and built, whose 
theoretical efficiency was unity, all unutilized heat being restored to the 
working substance by means of a ma.% of metal called a (‘ Regen- 
erator.” 

IV. That it is theoretically posrible to have a “Kew Type of Steam 
Engine” which will perform work without rejecting heat, by returning 
the working substance to the boiler in a peculiar manner.* 

Now what are the facts as regards the first, of theqe statements ? In 
the papers and treatises of Clausius, W. Thomson, Rankine and 
Hirn may be found a demonstration concerning the eficiency of engines 
in which the influence of the na.ture of the working substance has been 
taken into account. Rankine in particular has given special attention 
to this very matter by taking into consideration mixtures of the work- 
ing substance in which ((the properties of the ingredients are con&ant, 
as in the aggregate of chemically distinct substances, or variable as in 
t.he aggregate of a liquid and vapor.“? The demonstration given by 
Clausius and W. Thomson of Carnot’s principle--that a reversible 
engine receiving and discharging heat only at, its upper and lower 
limits of temperature respectively, is at least as efficient as any f3!her 
engine having t,he same source and refrigerator-was intended te cover 
and does cover the three cases, in which the engines compared differ 
either as to reversibility, as to the working substance employed, or in 
both these respects. Prof. Thurston should therefore have discussed 
this simple and .famous demonstration and show wherein it was faulty, 
if he wished to establish his proposition, that the maximum efficiency 
of an engine does depend upon the nature of the substance employed. 

*The “ New Type of Steam Engine” was invented by Prof. R. H. Thuraton 
in 1858-1859. We understand that Mr. Chae. E. Emery Rubsequently and inde’ 
pendently re-invented this engine, and claimed that it was “based on modem thermo- 
dynamic developments” ! ! 

+See Phil. Trans., 1854, vol. 144, p. 144. 
There is a very concise statement to tbe Name effect in Rankine’s (‘ Steam Engine,” 

p. 308. 
See also text-books on heat, by McCulloch, Cotterill and Balfour Stewart. 
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Instead of’ this we find the demonstration given by Clausius and 
Thomson completely ignored and an unsuccessful attempt made to show 
that reversibility is (I t,he perfect test of the perfect engine.” 

II. lhat the ma&mum ej%ienoy of the ordinay* type of ateam engine 
depentb upon the specific heat qf ity working .wncbstance, and can be 

Before stating- and examining the reasons advanced in support of 
this proposition we will first, call attention to the terms latent heat and 
real specific heat, and will then call attention to the difference of 
opinion concerning the variability of the latter which existed between 
Rankine and Clausius. It will then be readily seen that Prof. 
Thurston has chosen a disputed point as the basis of his reasonings, 
and that his mistaken idea as to what constitutes the total actual heat 
of a body has first led him into confusion and ‘error, and then to con- 
clusions concerning the efficiency of engines entirely at variance with 
those held by all accepted authority, including both Rankine and 
Clausius. 

It should be remembered throughout that Herd ia a kind of a&cul 
or kinetic energy, consisting in the invisible motions of the particles of 
a body, and that Heat is not potential energy, for its ability to perform 
work depends only on the heat-motions of the particles, and not on 
their relative positions. Suppose now that one pound of a body 
receives heat under such conditions that its volume and temperature 
both increase ; then of the total heat received a part will continue to 
exist as heat by increasing the heat-motion already present within the 
body, whilst the remainder d&appear8 as heat by performing the exter- 
nal and internal work n ecessary to effect the change of volume. The 
internal work consists in overcoming the molecular resistances to sepa- 
rat,ion, or change of arrangement, of the particles, and is often very 
much greater than t,he external work, which has only to overcome the 
external pressures resisting t’he change of volume. For water, when 
it is being evaporated under constant pressure the ratio of the two is 
often very great, the internal work being at least 10 to 15 times as 
great as t.he exterior work (for the pressures ordinarily occurring in 

+ According to Prof. Thurston there are at least two types of heat engines : those 
which reject heat and those which do not ; the ordinary &am engine belonging to 
the first type. 
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engines). In some steam tables the interior work is given undey the 
heading “internal latent heat,” the exterior work being given under 
“ external latent heat,.” The sum of these two quantities is usually 
called the ((latent heat of evaporation.” This objectionble term, 
“ latent heat,“* has come down to us from a time when heat was sup- 
posed to be a substance and consequent’ly indestructible, and although 
we now know that heat,, as such, can be put out of existence by trans- 
formation into other for& of energy which do not affect’ the thermo- 
meter, still the term remains, and continues to lead many to believe 
that the heat which has disappeared in doing work still lurks concealed 
somewhere in the working substance as hat; this is leas often the case 
when ext,ernal work only is considered, for the equivalent of the disap- 
peared heat is then seen in visible external work; but when the inter- 
nal work done in separating the molecules and changing their arrange- 
ment is under consider&ion t,he beginner is apt, to think that this kind 
of work “ don’t connt ” f md t’hat the heat which has been expended in 
accomplishing it st,ill exists in the body as heat, instead of recognizing 
t,hat in this case also it has cl~qappercred by being transformed into 
another kind of energy-that of position-which does not affect the 
t,her&ometer. 

We have thus far supposed that a change of volume accompanies the. 
change of temperature when heat is furnished to a body, but will -now 
suppose the body to be kept at constant volume during reception of 
heat. The external work will then become equal to zero, and the 
internal work will be diminished; consequently a greater propor- 
tion of the heat furnished will go 10 increase the act8ual sensible heat 
of the body. If the body is one of the more permaqent and perfect 
gases, the interior work will become approximately equal to zero, and 
all the heat furnish4 may then be said to be employed in increasing 
t’he temperature or act4 heat of the body. If, however. the body be 
either a solid, liquid, or saturated vapor, there is nothing in theory or 
experiment which would justify us in asserting that the interior work 
is equal to zero ; for forces of cohesion may have to be overcome, and 

* Now that “ latent heat” ha.9 become a part of the popular vocabulary, it will be 
difficult to get rid of it ; no error can arise in its use, however, if u?derstood as defined 
by Maxwell : “ Latent heat is the quantity of heat which must be communicated to a 
body in a given state in order to convert it into another state without changing its 
temperature.” 
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changes of arrangement of the molecules aud their components may 
take place, which require work and cause a port’ion of heat to disappear. 

If the body is of unit weight,, and receives heat sufficient to raise itr3 
temperature one degree, the total amount of heat received is called its 
c~pparent specific heat ; if from t’bis be subtracted all the heat which is 
expended in performing interior and exterior work, the remainder is 
called the rwl specific heat, because it alone measures the actual heat 
of the body. We will represent the apparent specific heat for the 
general case by C’and for constant volume by Cl. The real specific 
heat we will represent by K Experiment shows that for a given state 
of aggregat’ion+-9olid, liquid or gaseous-CC, is the minimum value of 
C”, also that CYV is gr&est for the liquid and least for the gaseous state. 
Only for highly superheated vapors like air do experiments indicate 
that C, is nearly equal to K 

The following proposition is due to C’lausius and is a result of his 
mathematical investigations on t#he effective force of heat and on dis- 
gregation (a quantity representing t81re arrangement of the particles of 
a body). 

“ The quant’ity of heat actually present in a body depends only upon 
its temperature, and not upon the arrangement of its constit’uent parti- 
cles.” In other words, the real specific heat of a body is the same for 
all temperatures, and for all states of aggregation-solid, liquid or 
gaseous, and we may therefore write 

H=KT=C;.l 

and H,-Ho _ l’,-Tu ~--~ 
H, T, 

where His the quantity of actual heat present in the body at the ah90- 

lute temperature, T= 461’ $- to F and C, the apparent specific heat 
under constant volume when t’he body is in the form of :I vapor highly 
superheated. 

But Rankine had taken an opposite view of this matter, *saying, 
G The real specific heat. of each substance is constant at all densities a.9 

long as the substance retains the same condition-solid, liquid or 
gaseous ; but a change of real specific heat, sometimes considerable, 
often accompanies the change between any two of these conditions.” 

Clausius showed that the reasons given by Rankine in support of 
this view were decidedly insufficient’, whereupon Rankine replies : “ I 
admit that it is difficult to conceive how t’lle same substance can alter 
it#e real specific heat in changing its state of aggregation. But it is 
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also difficult to conceive how the elevation of temperature of liquid 
water, for example, can be accompanied by internal work’ to an amount 
sufficient to account for the excess of the specific heat of liquid water 
at constant volume above that of steam and above that of ice, those 
three quantities being nearly as follows : 

Specific heat at constant volume of ice, about 0.50 
‘I “ liquid water, 1.00 
“ ‘6 steam, 0.37.” 

Rankine, after suggwting that both difficulties are diminished if not 
removed by supposing the composit,ion of the molecule to change with 
the state of aggregation (an atom of ice or steam, for example, being 
composed of two atoms of liquid water), continues thus : 

“ I do not, however, propose that supposiCon as more than a conjec- 
ture ; and for the present I am content to regard as certain merely the 
fact that the minimum specific he&t of the same substance in different 
states of aggregation is in many cases different, leaving the relation 
between that minimum specific heat and the real specific heat to be 
aqcertained by further investigat,ion.“* 

Were wc to follow Rankine, we would write 
H, = K, Tl Ho = K, To 

and JZ,-Ho _ K,T,-I&T,, = T,-f$ T,, 
H,- KIT, 

T,l 
(9 

where H,, H,, and K,, K, represent the total actual heat and the 
average real specific heat corresponding to the physical states of the 
body when at t’he absolute temperatures Tu To, respectively. 

At, this point it must not be forgotten that the efficiency of engines, 
represented by 

IV, - Q,- QO __ap= T,-To 
J&l &I T, (7) 

does not at all depend upon the correctness of either of the foregoing 
views, having been established by means of the two principles : “Heat 
and work are mechanically equivalent,,” and “ Heat cannot, of i&elf, 
pass from a colder to a warmer body.” 

We will now give, and ar often as brevity will allow in the Profes- 
sors’s own words, the reasonings which lead to the conclusion that the 
-- -__ ______ 

*See Phil. Msg., vol. 30, 1865, iI. 410 ; also “ SteRm Engine,” p. 307. 
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1’ -_T 
efficiency of a steam engine should be greater than -J-.---E 

T, 
“In any fluid, no change occurring in its capacity for heat wit,h 

change of temperature, the quantity of heat present in the mass is 
proportional to its absolute temperature.” 

For perfect gases, therefore, 

H, : Ho = T, : To and kH2 = E 
Hl T, 

“ The same is true approximately, if not absolutely, of superheated 
and of dry steam,” * * * * and of water unmixed with vapor ; fiw 

these, therefore; HI-Ho > T,-To _~ 
H, = T, 

But when steam expands and condenses it changes its physical state 
and the specific heat of the mixture then varies as ihe proportions of 
the liquid and vapor which it contains vary. 

“ But thi8 mixture of liquids mad capor contains, wwd~y, rwdly lmx 
heat than cm equal weight qf steam ret th,e same temperdure.” 

Therefore, for steam 

E+5L>T! ; T,. 

“ Hence, the steam engine’ should be n&e economical than the air 
or gas engine working between the same limits of temperature. That 
it is not, can only be due to the cause of loss already adverted to a.q 
peculiar to the steam engine.” [The loss referred to is that, due to the 
condensation and re-evaporation which takes place in the steam 
cylinder.] 

This demons$ration evidently contains the two following assumptions : 
(1.) That the real specific heat of steam varies with its state of aggre- 

gation, and consequently its total actual heat is not always proportional 
to the absolute temperature. 

(‘*) That H, ; H~ may represent the theoretical efficiency of :m 
1 

T, - To 
engine without being equal to_-. 

T, 
We do not see how it is possible to escape the conclnsion that the 

portion of t,he demonstration which WC have italicized contains a third 
assumption : 

(3.) That the “ lat.ent heat of. evaporation ” is identical with t,he actual 
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heat of the steam, in other words when water is changed into steam of 
the same temperature, the large amount of heat which cZiaa;ppea~~~ in 
doing the work of evaporation continues to exist as act,ual heat in the 
steam. 

In the mechanical theory of heat this last assumption is an absurdity, 
the next is without, shadow of proof or authority, while the first directly 

contradicts the result H1 - Ho 1 “I - Ta which the Profewor 
H, / T’, 

has managed to deduce from it. The first of the above assumptions it 
will be noticed is identical with that already ascribed to Rankine and 
and expressed b!- ,: 

K” 
J$ - H, __ II’,- 17;1 Tu 
_L__,, _______ (6) 

HI T, 
If’uow we :w~me with Rankine that the rettl specific heat of steam 

and jvater are, at least, approximately qua1 to their specific heats under 
constant ~oluinc, 

C”,. = 0.3s and c”‘, = 1.00 
and also let H 1 represent the total actual heat in a pound of steam 
when at the absolute temperature T 1 and H, the total actual heat 
present in a ,miztuvt weighing one pound and containing 2 per cent. of 
steam and 1 - J per cent. of water, we shall hare for t,he mean specific 
heat 

K, = rC”, -,- (1 - 2) C”, = 1 - 0*63r, 

and for Xq. 6 If, - Jr, = 

T_ l-063r T 

1 0.37 
” 

~- 
H1 Tl 

\\%31 .r = 0.50 i. e., when the mixture is half water and half steam, 

,vc l,:,re zt - Ho 
H,= 

1’,- 1.85 3 < ‘1 - To 
TL 

___, and since a sim- 
T, 

ilar result may be obtained from any other mixture of the water and 
steam we see that the first. assumption made by Prof. Thurston directly 
ccmtradicts the result which he ham deduced from it. 

We have already seen that if we accept Clausius’ view of the inva- 
riability (in the same substance) of the real specific heat that we are 
ltvl to ;I result likewise opposed t’o to t,hat deduced by the ProfeslJor, 
but. WC must remember that the intelligible and interesting relat,ion 

Hi--H, _ T,-- To: &,-Q r 

H, - T, 
___k_& 
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which we then obtain between the total actual heat and the efficiency 
cannot, by any means, be said to hare the same validity as the relation 

&, _ T, --- 
&o To 

or 
64 - C?” iI’ T, - To __= _= 

Q, JQI T, 
which depends only on laws deduced from experiment. 

We should also remember that the absolute temperatures * /II, To 
of our formula can be easily obtained with considerable accuracy from 
a standard thermometer while the total actual heat cannot be directly 
measured but must be obtained by calculation, involving hypotheses 
bhich t#hough probable cannot yet, be regarded as established experi- 

mentally. 
T-T These reasons arc sufficient, for preferring +- 0 a~ an 

1, 

expre&on for the cfficienc~ of au eugine rather than H1 - H0 and WC: 
$11 

accordingly find that Clausius, 12’. Thomson, Maxwell, ltankine, Hirn, 
and Zeuner have all avoided introducing the total actual heat into the 
expression for the efficiency of engines. 

Professor Thurston makes no :ittempt to calculate the efficiency of 
an engine from the total actual heat of the working substance, he 
nowhere introduces the real specific heat into his calculations, although 
&he neglect of this consideration has constituted (if we are to believe 
the Profewor) “a serious and hitherto unsurmounted difficulty in the 
proce~ of calculation of the exact efficiency of the steam engine.” We 
even find t,hat. the Professor so far forgets t’he points made at the begin- 
ning of his papek about the influence of a change of physical state on 
the efficiency of an engine, as to choose for the exponent of the adiabat,ic 
curve of saturated or wet steam a value (8) belonging to highly ~upt~- 
hoded steam. This occurs in an example in which the Professor works 
out’ “the true t’heoretical economr of a steam engine,” the method 
employed being the well-known one of dividing the heat utilized as 
work by the total heat expended, or 

Efficiency = ~ = ____- TI’ Q, - Qo 
J Q, &I 

the error consists in obt’aintng too small a value for the r+cted heat 
, 

*See note at end of article. 
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Q. by means of an excessive exponent for the curve of expansion. 
In this example the engine is supposed to work under the following 
conditions : 

Init.ial absolute pressure of steam = 90 lbs. 
Final “ “ “ L‘ = 2 “ 

Initial temperature of steam = 3200” F. 
Final (‘ ‘C “ = 126.3’ F. 
Temperature of feed water for boiler = llO*O” F. 
Total heat supplied per lb. of steam at 90 lbs. = 1101.5 heat u&r;. 

“ ‘( reject I‘ ‘L “ “ ‘i 3 Ibs. = 1042.5 “ “ 

“ “ (I “ (6 CG watrr 
= 

, 6.3 “ “ 

For the adiabatic curve of expansion of the saturated steam, i. C, for 
expansion without transmission of heat, Professor Thurston assume ’ 

4 

p us = co,ut. 

taking the initial speciiic volume /:I = 4.72 cubic feet, and I), = 
144 X 90 lb% 

1-U ,X 90 k mt = 102,611. = con&. 

d therefore 13 = Ao2611 9 ) o -._= 
2 

76.53 cubic feet, 
]j0L 

which is the volume of the one pomld mixture of water and steam when 
the pressure p. at the end of expansion is 2 11)s. Since the volume of the 
mixture is practically that of the steam, we get for the weight of the 
latter 0.44 lbs. Then 

Heat lost, in rejected steam = l-042 X O-44 = 463 heat uniti. 
“ L‘ I‘ “ water = 16.03 X 0.56 = 9 “ “ 

Total heat rejected Q,) = 472 heat units. 
“ “ received Q, = 1102 “ “ 
“ “ utilized (), - (20 = 630 heat units. 

The efficiency of the steam engine will t,hen be 

&I - % - 630 - O-57. 
Q,1 1102 

“ Had the working fluid been a permanent gas the efficiency would 
have been one-fourth,” i. e., 

T, - T” - 461 + 320 - (461 + 126) = o.25 

T, 461 _t- 
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“The difference illustrates the superiority of the coudensible vapor 
as a medium for the conversion of work.” 

Now it is easy to show that this calculation will not stand the simplest 
and most obvious test., for we have only to calculate the work (or heat 
utilized) from the indicator diagram of such an engine and we will find 
that it is vastly less than the equivalent of 630 heat units. 

The work done before cutting off is 
p1 v, = 144 X 90 X 4.72 = 772 X (79.2 heat units). 

The work of expansion when the curve is represented by p 7’ ’ = 

w,Q = constant, is 
lz-1 -- 

E [I-(2) k ] = iid X (l-15.9 heat units). 

The work done in overcom’ng back pressure is 
p,, u,, = 141 X 2 X 76.5 = 772 X (28.5 heat units). 

Effective work = 772 X (79.2 + 145.9 - 28.5) = 772 X (196.6 heat 
units) or less than one-third of the result (630) obtaiuetl by Profmqor 
Thurston . 

These exceedingly discordant results are due to a&ming an exponent 
8 which is much too large for the adiabat,ic expansion of steam iuitially 
dry, consequently neither of the answers obtained is correct because the 
erroneous exponent enters into each of the methods employed. Perfectly 
accordant results are of course not to be expected from empirical formulae, 
but a v~y much closer approximation than that obtained may be reason- 
ably expected. The efficiency as determined from the indicator diagram 
by means of the erroneous exponent 8, will be 

196.6 TA - To _ __= O-18 / ___-_ - 025 
1102 T, 

, 

SO that the Professor’s data again lead to results diredy coutradictiug- 
those which he has deduced from them. 

Before calculating the work of the above engine by means of the 
correct. exponent of for the adiabatic expansion of steam, we will give 
the table containing the values of these exponents for various initial aud 
final pressures. This table was calculated by Zeuner by means of 
Regnault’s experiments, and a formula for the adiabatic curve of steam 
deduced from the fundamental equations of heat. It will be not&d 
that the values of the table agree very well with tl;e mean value 1.135 
assumed by Zeuner for steam iuitially dry. Using this exponen! 
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IValues of exponent k when steam is dry saturated at beginningi 
of expansion : 

~~ _i 
1 Initial 
. pressure in 

Final pressure in atmospheres. 

#atmospheres 0.5 1 2 4 i __. ___. __ .-I 
8 1.1321 1.1360 ’ 1.1396 1.1431 

2 1.1315 1.1304 1.1354 1.1344 1 

/ 

1 1.1399 

; 

1 1.1299 / 
I 

I.135 1.135 i 
wr hre p, 1’, = p. I’” = constant, 

i+!s 
= 4.82 (45)r’tns= 188 cu. ft. 

weight of uncondensed steam = 138 X 0.0058 = 0.80 lb., conse- 
~~ucntly heat rejected per pound of mixture equals 1042 X 0.8 +. 16.3 

* 0.2 = 837 heat units ; and since heat supplied per pound of steam 
= 1101 heat units, the heat utilized will be 1101 -_..837 = 264 heat 
rmnitS. 

We will nom check this result by ralculating the utilized heat from 
the indicator diagram of the engine ; t’hen, as before, the effective work 
will equal 

k-l 

Yl 1’1 + $$$l- (EC)“] _Pp,c, 
. 

62500 + 168600 - 39700 = 772 (248 heat units), 

2-M and the efficiency = ~ = 0.22fi < Tl ; To 4 0.25. 
1101 1 

‘Ihe difference 264 - 248 = 16 is about da of 248, which last 
va,lue is nearly correct., for more exact, formulae give about *250 heat 
units. This is a fair approxit%ktion for an empirical formula and shows 
rhat 1.135 is not f:nr from the proper mean exponent for the range of 
pressure occurring in this example ; when the exponent is taken equal 
t4, 1.13, the two methods give t.he results 251 and 250 respectively, the 
r+ult obtained from the indicator diagram varying least for a given 
change of exponent. 

It is difficult to ~mder&md wiry Prof. Thurston should have chosen 
t,he exponent that. he has done in t’his discussion, although it is evident 
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that the use of a large exponent is necessary for the esBblishment of 
his proposition-that the efficiency of t’he ordinary type of engine can 

be greater than T, - T, He has chosen the highest adiabatic rxpo- 
T, * 

nent for steam that can be found, namely that for superheated steam, 
and assumes that it is also applicable to saturated steam. He jus- 
tifies this course by referring to what is obviously an oversight in 
Prof. McCulloch’s valuable text book, in which the erroneous state- 
ment occurs, that Zeuner has determined the value of the exponent of 
the abiabatic curve for saturated steam to be equal to k = Q, and that 
M. M. Cazin and Hirn have confirmed this result by experiment. That 
this statement is an oversight is evident from the facts, that it occurs 
under the head of superheated steam, that Zeuner has determined the 
exponent for the adiaba,tic curve of superheated steam to be equal to 
pn = 4, and that M. M. Cazin and Hirn’s observations were made on 
superheated steam and not on saturated steam.” The doubtful pro- 
priety of accepting the conclusion to be drawn from the error above 
noticed, Prof. Thurston himself seems to have recogn&d, for in a foot- 
note he says : ‘( This value of k [ = 4 ] may have been here accepted 
on insufficient authority, however, as Zeuner in his treatise (French ed, 
p. 332) makes it 1.135, and Grashoff makes it 1.14. Zeuner also shows 
that the value of k is reduced by the addition of water to the steam.” 

The addendum with which Prof. Thurston ends his paper is also 
devoted to this exponent matter, and we find that he there misappli- 
the results of the valuable experiments of Mr. J. Hoadleyt for deter- 
mining the exponent of the compression curves of a quick-running 
portable engine, b assuming that these experiments answered the pur- 
pose of determim JC g the exponent k of t.he adiabatic curve of expan- 
sion of dry saturated steam. The large exponent (nearly $) shown by 
these experiments was supposed by the Professor to indicate that 4 
would be the value of k if the cylinder were a perfect non-conductor. 
The correct inference from these experiments would have been t,hat the 
adiabatic exponent for saturated steam must be less, and that for super- 
_,__-_-_-_ 

* See Mechanical Theory of Heat” p. 230 by Prof. R. S. McCulloch. 
“ Theorie de la Chaleur ” p. 445-Zeuner. 
Hirn and Cazin-NBmoire sur la detente de la vapeur d’eau surchaaufbe. 

Ann. de Chim. et de Phya., 4 sede T 10, p. 349-370. 

$The Curve of Compression of the Steam Engine, by J. C. Hoadley. ,JOUILNAI. 
OPTIXE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Jan., 1378. 
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heated steam greater than l-2366 (the exact value obtained by Mr. 
Hoadley). This value is almost exactly the mean of the two expo- 
nen@ l-135 and l-133 deduced by Zeuner for saturated and superheated 
steam respectively; the coincidence is, however, an accidental one, for 
only an intermediate exponent, not necessarily an ex& mean, is to be 
expecti from the compre&on curve of a high speed engine, the steam 
being wet at the beginning and superheated at the end of the corn- 
pression. 

In a chapter on the Philosophy of the Steam Engine, the latest 
t’hing he has written on t.lle subject, Prof. Thurston still uses the exces- 
.sive exponent 9, and again gives the foot note just quoted, accompa- 
nied, however, by the additional remark that Zeuner givefi Q for super- 
heated steam. This would seem to make it necessary either to prove 
Zenner wrong or to abandon the use of Q for the adiabatic curve of 
wet steam-but the Professor has done nothing of the kind. 

III. That asir c(n gas engke~ have been built whose theoretical eji- 
.ciency UXM equal to unity ; ali unutilized hi being re&ored to the work- 
ing ~&tanee by.mean8 qf a mum of metab CctUed a ‘%egenerator.” 

This evidently sup- that all the unutilized heat, i. e., all the 
heat abstracted from the gas, is taken up by the “ regenerator, but this 
is a mistake, only a part is thus stored even when the regen&ator is 
perfect in its action, t,he remainder, that,, namely, which is abstra&d 
during compression at the lowest temperature, being permanently 
rejected by being discharged into the atmosphere by conduction,* or 
into a refrigerator specially prepared for the purpose. Dr. Barnard 
:and Rankine were the first to point out that the efficiency of an engine 
with regenerator was not greater than that which received and dis- 
charged heat only at its upper and lower limits of temperature respec- 
tively, that the true office of the regenerator was to raise and lower 
the temperature of the working substance, and that it accomplished this 
result in a less bulky manner than was possible by the contraction and 
.expansion of volume without tfansmission of heat. 

IV. It i.3 theoretically p088ibb to have a ‘I new type of steam engine” 
which will perform work without reje&iw heat by returning the working 
~~&stavu~ to ULe boiler in a peculiar manner. 

In this new type of engine, nU heat not utilized by transformation 

* LORR of heat by conduction in this part of the process must not be prevented even 
in a perfect engine, for it is an absolute necessity if work is to be produced. 
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into work was to be returned to the boiler instead of being rejected 
.and wasted during the exhaust, as in the ordinary type of engine ; 
nothing being lost as heat, the engine must be theoretically capable of 
utilizing the full mechani&l equivalent of the heat energy supplied 
without any regard to its range of temperature. For achieving this 
result the new engine was to h&e two compre&ng pumps, in which, 
after expansion had taken place in the working cylinder, the water of 
condensation and the uncondensed vapor were to be separately returned 
to the boiler. The energy expended in returning being practically that 
of returning the uncondensed steam, it was mumed that the latter 
“ would involve< not only the return of the charge of heat contained 
in that steam, but, also the return of all the energy which the vapor 
had yielded during ih? expansion, since an equivalent amount of heat 
would be generated by its compression to boiler pressure.” Now t.his 
last, must mean that the wetrum of the steam during expansion, and its 
dryness or superheated condition during compression, is here of no 
consequence whatever, t,he work of compressing the dry uncondensed 
steam to boiler pressure being always equal to the work performed by 
an equal weight of the saturated steam whilst expanding in the non- 
conducting cylinder. Were this correct, the Professor’s conclusion 
would follow, that “ The ratio of the total work done in restoring 
unutilized heat,, to the work done by the steam on the piston, would be 

Fig. 4. 

in the ratio of the weight of uncondensed steam returned to the boiler, 
to that supplied to the working cylinder at each stroke.” A surplus of 
:of energy would thus be left to be utilized for mechanical puw. 
That the steam would be superheated during compre&on does not em 
to have been entirely ignored by the Professor, but it was assumed to 
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be a condition t,hat. would be favorable instead of fatal to the efficiency 
of the “new type of steam engine.” This was because undue influ- 
ence was ascribed to the comparatively slight, increase of pressure that 
would occur if the water of condensat.ion were present and were 
re-evaporated during compreuuion, while the preponderating influence 
of the high temperatures of t,he superheated steam in increasing’the 
resistan& to compres.sion was either neglected or entirely lost sight of. 

The indicator diagram of the new typ of steam engine, as given by 
Prof. Thurston, is represented by &HZ (Fig. 4), where 6 is the point 
of cut off, bm the adiabatic curve of expansion, c the point at which 
the water of condensation is separated from t,he unqmdensed steam, 
eb the supposed adiabatic curve of the compression of uncondensed 
steam, and ebw the area representing the surface of energy that may 
be used for mechanical purposes. 

We have already, in a general way, pointed out the fallacies involved 
in supposing that the work of returning the uncondensed steam to the 
boiler can be less than that done by the steam whilst entering the 
cylinder and expanding, but will now give a more detailed examina- 
t,ion to this matter, and will show that in t’he “new type of steam 
engine” the work expended must always be greater than the work 
prodneed. To do t’his it will only be necessary to show that the curve 
of compression of the uncondensed steam falls above the expansion 
curve bmc, which latter may also be regarded a.s the curve of compres- 
sion of the mixture of water and steam which exists in the cylinder 
at the end of the expansion ; for if t’he water of condensation be not 
removed, compre.ssion without transfer of heat will cause the curve 
HIA to be retraced, leaving the fluid in the condition of dry saturated 
,steam at the point b. 

That the curve of the uncondensed steam lies above that belonging 
to the mixture of water and steam can be shown by employing the 
formulae for the adiabatic curves of saturated and superheated steam, 
rt*pectively, p uk =pl elk = p, vok, P vn = PI v; = PO v; 

In the first of these two expre,ssions F, ,z’, and w,, must be understood 
as representing t,he volume of a unit’ of weight of the mixture of 
water and steam when at the pressure p, p, and p, respectively ; while 
in the second exprefision Tg 1: and V, represent the volume at the 
respective pressures U, P, and P,, of that fraction of a unit weight 
which existed as dry uncondensed steam at t.he end of the expansion, 
or beginning of the compression. The various values of It when the 
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steam is dry saturated at the beginning of expansion have already 
bee n given in the foregoing table, and were there seen to differ but 
slightly from Zeuner’s mean value, 1.1.35. Zeuner has also called 
attention to the fact, that Rnnkine’s value for k = Jj’ is only appli- 
cable when the steam at, the beginning of expansion contains about 
25 per cent. of water, and that when the steam contains 68 per cent. 
of water at the beginning of expansion, its curve will become apprdx- 
imately that of an equilateral hyperbola, for the exponent of L will 
then equal unity. The exponent n of the second formula hq been 
assumed by .Zeuner to be equal to +, which is nearly corred, even within 
finite and practical limit@, for the experiments of I-Eirn* give values of 
su which vary from 1.29 to l-31 and increase with the degree of super- 
heating. There is, moreover, reason to believe that Q is t,he limiting 
value of t’he adiabatic cxponeut of every superheated vapor where 
molecules are composed of three at0ms.t 

.1If +we apply these two formulae to the “ New Type of Steam Engilie ” 
and treglect, as before, the volume of the water of conden.sation, we get 

1 1 

T;= r,). P,=p,; also V( JJi= o (JL)” 

In order to determine which of the two curves lies above the other, 
we have only to compare their volumes when they have the same pres- 
sure, for the greater volume will belong to the higher curve, as in Fig. 
4, when of t.he two volumes pm and pn, the greater JW belongs to the 
higher curve end. If, therefore, we assume P = p we shall have 

P P>l _ =- 
PO PO 

1 

from which follows that B will be greater than w, when the numera- 

*Him and Basin, MBmoire sur la detente de la vapeur d’eau surchanffe6.--AnTb. 
de ehim. et dephys., 4 Serie, vol. 10, pp. 349-370. 

See, also, Riihlmann, “Handbuch der Mecbanischen Wiirme Theorie,” p. 710.. 

f See Wiillner, “ Experimental Physik,” p. 530. 

WHOLE No. VOL. CVII.-(THIRD SERIES, Vol. Ixxvii.) 17 
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tar of the second member of equation 8 is greater than the denominator, 
si. e., when the exponent k is lpss than the exponent 1~. 

Since CA! the experimental evidence bearing on t#he matter goes to 
show that 

k<n<+ = 
we must conclude that the curve of compression of the uncondensed 
steam lies above the curve of expansion bmc and that consequently the 
work of returning the uncondensed steam to t,he boiler must be greater 
than the work which the s&m can perform whilst entering the cylin- 
der and expanding ; in other words, the “ New Type of Steam Engine” 
is worse than worthless, for it will not drive, it must be driven, it is 
not a motor but, a heat generator, and instead of having an etliciency 
equal to unity it, has an efficiency which is represented by a minus 
quantity. 

That the performance of this engine does not improve (as Prof. 
Thuston seems to think) with greater range of pressure, is shown by the 
following table which gives the ratio of the work expended to the 
work produced : 

/ In t#he “New Type of Steam Engine ,, work expended - = 
work produced 

Exponents of 
adiabatic curve for Ratio of final t,o init,ial pressure. 
_ 

/ saturated superheat-’ I 1 
steam ed steam.. z Q A ” & 

- A~- 
k 

j 1.135 I*&0 1.017 1.093 1,194 I 1*316 
1.13 1.133 ’ 1.020 1.109 1.230 1.381 

1 1.00 I.133 1.038 1.210 1.459 1.787 

The values of this table were obtained as follows : 

XI = work produced = area (o cc b v1 + v1 6 c v,,) = p, L’~ -1 
k-l ’ 

~32.[l - (Lk)-” ] 
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L 2 = work expended = area (o cc d V, + V, d c Q) = p, V, + 

n-l 

2 [l- (Co)71 

If now we divide the last equation by the first and reduce by means 

of equation 8, making ?F = r, we shall have 
Yl 

L n ‘-,r rn 
and when i&l, we have i2_ 

. 
4- 1’ (n-l) (1 + hyp. log. I) 

1’ 
This closes our examination of the errors enumerated at t,he beginti:mg 

of this dicussion ; it has shown us that the special arguments advanced 
in support of the thermodynamic fallacies are worthless, that they con- 

T-T tain nothing which can throw doubt on the demonstration that -1 
Tl 

is the expression for the maximum efficiency of all possible heat engines, 

NOTE.-The scale of absolute temperature is due-to W. Thomson, who 
has given two equivalent definitions of it,, of which the first is : 

It The scale of absolute tempemiure is the rrcip~occtl of Carnot’s 
finctkvn.” 

Expressed analytically, this is : 

\ 
where J is Joule’s equivalent, (1 & __ 

tlv t > 
is the rate at which the heat 

(furnished to or abstracted from the body)varies with the volume when 

the temperature remains constant and 
( > 

d P -~ the rate at which the 
cl t L’ 

pressure varies with the temperature when the volume is constant. 
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The second member of t,his equation can be obtained from the prop- 
erties of any body, and is remarkable in varying only with the tem- 
perature, having the ,samc value for all substances that have the same 
temperature and is therefore to be regarded as a function of the tem- 
perature only. At first it was feared that t’his function might be 
difficult to express in terms of the readings of the ordinary standards, 
but experiment, showed that the numerical values of this function did 
not differ essentially from the readings of a standard air thermome& 
whose freezing and boiling points were respect,ively marked 273.7” and 
373.7”. The reciprocal of Carnot’s Function was therefore seized upon 
hi- Thomson a~ a suitable means of expre,ssing temperature absolutely, 
i. P. independently of the properties of any particular substance. This 
function, it’ should be remembered, was~deduced from the cycle of Carnot’s 
engine when working with iill infinitely small range of temperature; 
from this follows bhat the above definit,ion of absolute temperature is 
equivxlent to the following, also given by Thomson : 

“ Thp absolute ~~Iuex of two temperatures are to one another in the pro- 
yortio~ of the heat take,L in to the heat rejected in n perfect thermodynamic 
engine, worlzing with a 8outve and refrigerator wt the higher and lower 
tenyertrtures respectirely. 

Ana,lyticall,v expressed, this is : 

&I _ T, --- 
Qo T, 

from which we can get 

and from this follows t’hat equal differences of absolute temperature 
represent equal quantities of work performed in a perfect thermo- 
dynamic engine. 

Imitation Ebony.-Oak may be dyed so as to resemble ebony by 
soa,king it for forty-eight hours in a hot saturated solution of alum and 
then painting it with a decoction of one part Campeachy wood in 
eleven parts water. This decoction should be first filtered and slowly 
boiled down to one-half its volume, when ten to fifteen drops of neutral 
indigo tincture should be added t,o every quart. After the application 
of this solution the wood should be rubbed wit’h a saturated solution of 
verdigris in acetic acid. The operation is t,o be repea.ted till the desired 
tint is obtained.-Der Technikcr. C. 


